President’s Update – December, 2020
To All NGJA Members,
This message is being sent to address several aspects of the upcoming gymnastics season amid the surging growth of the
COVID-19 pandemic. I provide basic information (as we know it today) so each NGJA member can evaluate their
circumstances and determine if they wish to accept judging assignments during this unusual time. The COVID-19
pandemic remains very unpredictable and changes will be constant as more information becomes available. For now,
be as flexible as possible and prepared to adapt to more challenges ahead. For now we are headed into the winter with
Infections climbing and potential vaccine relief on the horizon.
Given the above, the impact of the virus on various men’s gymnastics programs is changing daily. Each program will
make changes they deem necessary and I will do my best to communicate them out to you. For now, I wanted to share
an overall perspective on preparing for the coming year.
1. NGJA members are independent contractors - As an independent contractor, you are not covered, medically,
against getting COVID by the USAG or any club or meet director.
a. You need to be as informed as possible before you accept an “in-person” judging assignment
b. Consider your safety before accepting any assignment
c. If you accept and assignment, make sure you communicate if your situation changes and you cannot ,or
will not, judge. As professionals, we do not want to leave meet directors or assigners looking for last
minute replacements.
2. Judging assignments – the NGJA will use its normal assigning process for all sanctioned competitions. You
cannot accept a sanctioned competition request from a coach or gym owner. You must go through the local
assigning directors as we have done in the past.
3. Request information on your competitions – I am attaching a meet information form for meet directors and
assigning directors to complete and provide to all judges assigned to a competition. This form addresses travel,
meals, social distancing and several other areas of concern for judges to consider before accepting a
competition.
4. Accepting Assignments – once you accept an assignment, make sure you follow all state and local laws and
directives. Work with the meet directors to make the competition environment is as safe as possible for
everyone. Be a leader on the floor and work to solve potential issues. Don’t cause more drama by creating
problems, be part of the solution.
Following is an update from several of the programs we serve and their status as of today. Please keep in mind the
environment we are operating in is very fluid and there will be constant changes over the next few months. This is just a
quick summary for each program.
USAG Men’s Development Program – Region 3 and 8 are already scheduling and holding “in-person”
competitions. Other regions have been reluctant to start these competitions for now but will probably pop up in
time. Stay in touch with your local assigning directors for more information in your area.
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USAG Sr. Men’s Program – The Sr. Men’s program has indicated they will hold their national competition
schedule, as planned, for now. Winter Cup is being planned as scheduled as an “in-person” competition Feb 2428. USA Championships, Olympic Trials and International competitions are cautiously being planned for now.
NCAA Men’s Program – The NCAA has just recently approved “Virtual” competitions. All of the programs are
planning to try to hold both “in-person” and “virtual” competitions. The NCAA Rules Modification document has
been updated and posted and NGJA.org, which includes new rules regarding virtual competitions. I will provide
an overview of these rules in the next few weeks.
Virtual platforms and competitions – several virtual platforms are being or have been developed to provide
competition opportunities for gymnasts. I will provide links to these platforms, if available, so you can see
demos or training modules and become familiar with their services.






Flyp10 – https://flyp10.com/sports/Mgymnastics
Fantasy Gym League – https://www.fantasygymleague.com/
Virtuous - https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hzJucbCpvtXhy7gqvmcd7WjZqAV-yDzn/view?usp=sharing this is a demo for you to review
Virtual Stars – no link at the time of this newsletter
Doug Hills – no link available at this time

As we close in on the New Year, many of the programs we serve are starting to finalize their plans for the coming
gymnastics season. In the next 2 weeks, I will provide more information from the NCAA and USAG programs.
One very sad note to share with everyone, Peter Bacon passed away from COVID-19 this past week. Peter was a
beloved member of the NGJA for more than 25 years. The NGJA wishes to extend its deepest condolences to his family
and friends.
I wish each of you and your families a safe and healthy holiday season!

Mike Juszczyk
NGJA President

